Abstract-Terrestrial laser scanning has demonstrated increasing potential for rapid comprehensive measurement of forest structure, especially when multiple scans are spatially registered in order to reduce the limitations of occlusion. Although marker-based registration techniques (based on retroreflective spherical targets) are commonly used in practice, a blind marker-free approach is preferable, insofar as it supports rapid operational data acquisition. To support these efforts, we extend the pairwise registration approach of our earlier work, and develop a graph-theoretical framework to perform blind marker-free global registration of multiple point cloud data sets. Pairwise pose estimates are weighted based on their estimated error, in order to overcome pose conflict while exploiting redundant information and improving precision. The proposed approach was tested for eight diverse New England forest sites, with 25 scans collected at each site. Quantitative assessment was provided via a novel embedded confidence metric, with a mean estimated root-mean-square error of 7.2 cm and 89% of scans connected to the reference node. This paper assesses the validity of the embedded multiview registration confidence metric and evaluates the performance of the proposed registration algorithm.
scanning (ALS) and terrestrial laser scanning (TLS) are active sensing systems, which measure the position and backscattered intensity of an emitted laser pulse. Thus, they provide an important link between vegetation structural and material properties and the subsequent ecological features of interest [2] . ALS has matured to operational use over the past decade for large-scale forest structure assessment [3] [4] [5] [6] ; the reader is referred to [7] for a detailed review. However, airborne analyses rely on ground-truth information (e.g., inventory) for calibrating and validating landscape models [8] , [9] . As such, they too are limited by the fidelity-the structural resolution-of ground-reference data provided from traditional forest inventory. Terrestrial laser scanning (TLS), on the other hand, is well poised to address both the limitations in forest inventory [10] , [11] and the calibration needs of airborne forest sensing, including ALS [8] , [12] [13] [14] .
TLS operates from a ground platform, and has emerged as an effective tool for rapid and comprehensive measurement of object structure. A persistent challenge, however, concerns the registration of data collected from multiple scanner locations into a single common coordinate system [15] [16] [17] [18] . Relative registration is performed by estimating the three translation and three rotation parameters between two coordinate systems and modifying the data's spatial coordinates accordingly [19] . Registration is often a necessary preprocessing step in filling gaps resulting from sensor obscuration [20] [21] [22] [23] and rangedependent point density [24] .
Of particular interest is the registration of TLS data in forest environments, where the line of sight from a single view is typically short, due to the occlusion of the laser beam by forest elements. As a result, registration is often necessary for extraction of dendrometric parameters [2] , [25] , canopy assessment [24] , plot-level inventory [26] , and multitemporal forest monitoring [24] . Traditionally, registration is commonly performed by placing manual targets in the scene, which serve as control points for marker-based registration [17] , [27] , [28] . However, the placement of artificial targets is time consuming, tedious, and hence costly. As a result, marker-free techniques are preferred, in order to improve field-scanning efficiency [2] and make TLS cost competitive relative to traditional forest inventory techniques [29] . Unfortunately, the majority of existing marker-free techniques utilize iterative point matching (e.g., iterative closest point (ICP) [30] , [31] ) or iterative surface matching (see [32] , [33] ), both of which are successful only for engineered surfaces [24] . Thus, there is limited use in forest environments due to factors such 0196-2892 © 2016 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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as occlusion, spatial variability, and movement, e.g., due to wind [24] . This is confounded by system contributors, such as the range-dependent point density and discrete sampling nature of laser scanning technology [28] . As a result, small sensor displacements may yield drastic changes in scene content [34] , which challenge the establishment of reliable point or feature correspondences [2] . Recent automatic marker-free registration approaches for forest environments, such as [35] and [24] , offer the potential to rectify this disparity and improve the operational capabilities of TLS in forest environments. Multiview registration approaches, such as [24] , offer the potential to identify and remove locally consistent, but globally incorrect, matches [36] , and to bring into alignment disconnected scans through a connected sequence. However, due to the large nonlinear search space and the volume of input TLS data, multiview registration in forest environments imposes significant challenges [18] . In this section, we provide a brief context on the state-ofthe-art outside the forest TLS domain, in order to identify the graph-theoretical mathematical framework, which could be readily integrated to help solve the problem at hand.
Multiview registration techniques are classified as sequential, simultaneous, or hybrid. Sequential alignment iteratively registers subsequent pairs of data from an ordered sequence (e.g., A to B, B to C, and C to D). Although this has inherent applications to sequential video frames or linear sampling protocols, it is subject to propagation and magnification of errors throughout the sequence [16] , [24] , [37] , [38] . As a result, simultaneous registration is considered optimal [39] [40] [41] . Simultaneous or global registration [16] , [38] utilizes pose estimates between all pairs of scans to minimize the accumulated transformation errors by distributing them throughout the rigid network [42] , [43] . Moreover, because the overlap area between all scans is used (as opposed to just a pair), there is a greater potential to identify and utilize tie points that are dispersed throughout the volume, thus improving registration results [24] . The final class of techniques, hybrid approaches, incorporates both sequential and simultaneous aspects. Each of these multiview registration approaches use a unique form of the "graph" mathematical construct in order to encode connectivity between overlapping views.
In a graph-theoretical model, a node typically represents a single input view, sensor, image frame, or point cloud [36] , [38] . Likewise, an edge represents a connection between nodes, as determined from pairwise registration. A video sequence, for example, would be represented as a predominantly linear graph due to the temporal adjacency of neighboring frames [38] . Associated with each edge is a relative pose [36] . Typically, a reference node is chosen as the world coordinate system (WCS). The absolute pose between two pairwise-disconnected views then can be determined by composing the relative poses associated with each edge along a path connecting the scan to the reference world coordinate system (WCS) [36] .
Programmatically, the network of pairwise correspondences is encoded in an adjacency matrix. An unweighted adjacency matrix assigns each (i, j ) element a value of "true" or "false," based on the existence of an edge connecting nodes i and j .
On the contrary, a weighted adjacency matrix provides a value or weight associated with each edge, i.e., based on image correlation [38] , geometric distance [38] , spatial overlap [16] , tie point registration error [44] , or the number of corresponding feature pairs within fixed thresholds [18] . Graphs are typically undirected, i.e., no directional information is encoded between edges. A potential solution exists when the graph is connected (i.e., a composite transformation path exists between each node and the reference) [36] . A subset of this case, the minimal solution, is defined by a spanning tree, which is a connected graph with no cycles. Additional edges introduce cycles in the graph, which may result in pose conflict due to the composition of pairwise transforms along different paths between views [36] . These pose inconsistencies are caused by small errors in pairwise pose estimates, which are accumulated through a graph path.
Sequential alignment avoids the issue of pose conflict by finding the minimal spanning tree that connects all nodes to the reference node, using an assessment of "minimum path length," performed on the adjacency matrix. Because the spanning tree is acyclic, the subgraph is guaranteed to be pose consistent [36] . For example, [18] defined pairwise edge weights according to the number of corresponding line pairs detected in urban point clouds, and then used Dijkstra's algorithm [45] to perform sequential alignment of each node into the WCS, based on a weighting of correspondence pairs. A sequential shortest path technique has also been applied in urban image mosaicing domains [37] , [38] , [44] , [46] . This sequential alignment strategy utilizes all possible pairwise connections, while rejecting weak fits, but does not solve the correspondence problem simultaneously [18] , and does not exploit the redundant information provided by multiple edges in order to reduce registration error.
One way to increase precision is to linearly optimize pose parameters, as done in a simultaneous approach. For example, [36] performed multiview point cloud registration of manmade objects by building a subgraph containing only correct pairwise matches. Global consistency was used to eliminate bad pairwise matches, with absolute poses adjusted to minimize distance between manmade surfaces. In addition, generalized procrustes analysis (GPA) has been embedded in photogrammetric block adjustment [47] or an ICP framework [48] to simultaneously adjust registration parameters. Eo et al. [20] applied GPA and found favorable results compared with sequential registration in urban point cloud data.
A third class of hybrid registration algorithms includes elements of both sequential and simultaneous registration. In order to reduce propagation of alignment errors and exploit multiple cycles through the graph, additional steps may be added to sequential registration, such as global averaging [21] or cycle detection [15] , [49] , which distribute errors across the path sequence. For example, [15] collected data providing circular self-closure (i.e., A to B, B to C, and C to A) in order to redistribute errors through the "cycle." For range data collected from autonomous robots, [49] performed loop detection in order to detect closed edge cycles in the sequential graph. For arbitrary sampling protocols, [21] decomposed the graph into a series of closed cycles, so that nonlinear Fig. 1 . Multiview registration takes as input the pairwise registration results from [35] and develops a graph-theoretical approach to determine the absolute pose from all LCS j into the WCS, defined as LCS w . The outputs are the set of rigid transformation parameters, w j and τ w j , and associated confidence estimates, w j , for all scans relative to node w.
optimization could be performed over each basis cycle in closed form. Cycles were then reintegrated into a global model using an averaging technique. This afforded the advantages of sequential registration, while adding a secondary "global" pose adjustment to minimize error. Registration techniques that leverage global consistency to remove erroneous local matches and reduce propagation errors, i.e., either simultaneous or hybrid approaches, are preferred for multiview registration, although there is still no consensus as to the best approach [21] . This paper presents a hybrid multiview registration approach for blind markerfree registration of forest terrestrial laser scanner data, and compares it against standard sequential and simultaneous registration approaches. This paper builds on [35] by providing an automatic blind marker-free multiview registration of a network of TLS scans collected at arbitrary locations within a forest plot. We extend the pairwise error metric of [35] to simplify the global alignment problem, while adding resistance to noise [36] . Specific objectives are to: 1) validate the proposed embedded error metric for multiedge paths through a graph-theoretical network and 2) assess the performance of the proposed hybrid multiview registration technique for TLS data collected in New England forests.
II. METHODS

A. Background
For a typical stationary TLS system, a pulsed laser beam is rapidly emitted into the scene in a radial pattern based on the deflection by a rotating mirror. This scanning in elevation angle is coupled to azimuthal platform rotation to sample nearly the full sphere, except for a small occlusion cone below the instrument. For each θ and φ, the round trip travel time of a laser pulse is digitized and converted to r based on the speed of light. This gives an unambiguous triplet (θ , φ, r ) for each digitized pulse (see Fig. 8 ). A 3-D point cloud, P, is the aggregate of all digitized range measurements. Upon conversion from spherical to Cartesian coordinates, we define the point cloud P = {x 1 , . . . , x i , . . . , x n }, where x i ∈ R 3 is the x, y, z position for the i th point in P. The reader is referred to [1] for additional description of laser ranging or more commonly light detection and ranging (lidar) principles.
B. Methods' Problem Statement
The task of multiview registration is to bring a set of sensors, S , into spatial alignment. We make no assumptions on the a priori sensor locations, nor the overlap between sensor views. Moreover, the list of sensor views is unordered, meaning that consecutive views do not imply spatial adjacency.
We follow the precedent from previous research and separate the multiview registration process into two stages, as shown in Fig. 1 . The first stage (pairwise registration) takes as input point cloud data for pairs of sensor views, and computes the relative transformation between sensor pairs. Details of the pairwise registration algorithm can be found in [35] , which outlined a blind marker-free registration of forest terrestrial laser scanner data pairs using view-invariant tie points with embedded error metrics. In this paper, we describe the second stage (hybrid graph-based registration), which takes as input the set of relative pairwise transformations between all scan pairs, and their associated errors, and determines the global transformations, which align each scan, j , into a WCS, where the WCS is defined as the wth local coordinate system, LCS w . An important note on notation is that the Latin characters, {R i j , t i j , e i j }, refer to the pairwise rotation, translation, and error parameters between scans j and i , as defined in [35] . In this paper, we introduce the Greek characters, { w j , τ w j , w j }, to describe the global rotation, translation, and error parameters between each scan j and the WCS, w. The subscript designates the source scanner position and the superscript designates the target scanner position, i.e., w j is the registration that maps j into the w, the WCS. Finally, as will be apparent in Section II-G, when paths exist through multiple spanning trees, the superscript i w is used to designated transformation into the WCS via reference node i .
C. Input
Consider M scans from sensors S 1 . . . S i . . . S M . Each scan records points in a local coordinate system, LCS i , i.e., a coordinate system with its origin and axes defined by the pose of instrument i . The collection of points from the i th sensor is the i th point cloud, P i . View-invariant tie points, T i , are extracted from each P i as the unambiguous 3-D locations of the stem-terrain intersection points [35] , obtained from modeled geometry [26] .
D. Extension From Pairwise Registration
The results of pairwise registration [35] include the set of estimated rigid transformation parameters, R pairwise combinations. Synthesizing each of these pairwise relationships into a global model is challenging because in some cases, there is no view overlap between S i and S j , due to range, occlusion, and so on. Or, correspondences between tie points are incorrect, resulting in an erroneous output transformation. It therefore is desirable to have an embedded confidence metric, which can simplify the removal of incorrect matches. Various error metrics have been identified to assess the quality of an output registration, including image correlation [38] , geometric distance [38] , spatial overlap [16] , surface consistency [36] , registration error between feature points [44] , and the number of corresponding feature pairs [18] . Huber and Hebert [36] noted that pairwise registration error metrics, such as those above, may not provide satisfactory performance criteria. This complicates the registration process, because falsely matched feature points can result in globally inconsistent transformations [36] . Absolute knowledge of the pairwise registration accuracy, therefore, could greatly simplify the multiview registration, while improving resistance to noise [36] . Here, we leverage the pairwise embedded error metric of [35] in order to intelligently weight the collection of competing pairwise pose estimates in a simultaneous graph-theoretical approach. This methodology proceeds by first initializing the graph (Section II-E) and then applying a Dijkstra spanning tree (Section II-F). Competing spanning trees are then aligned (Section II-G), from which effective pose estimates and error estimates are calculated by an intelligent weighting method (Section II-H).
E. Graph Initialization
From the network of pairwise correspondences, a model graph, G, was constructed, which offers a convenient mathematical framework to encode topological connectivity between scans (Fig. 2) . A weighted undirected graph, G, is defined as the collection of vertices, V , edges, E, and weights, W
Let the vertex set, V , be the collection of scans, S i=1...M , such that each scanner view, S i , represents a vertex in the graph (2) . Pairwise connections are represented as edges, E, which contain the pairwise rigid transformation parameters, i.e., the estimated rotation, R, and translation, t, associated with each edge (3), and the weights, W , of each edge determined from the embedded confidence metric, e, outlined in [35] (4)
F. Dijkstra Spanning Tree
Recall that the minimal solution of the graph G is defined by a spanning tree, which is a connected graph with no cycles. Sequential registration approaches [18] , [46] typically use Dijkstra's algorithm [45] or other shortest-path techniques [37] , [38] , [44] to find one such minimal solution. Although this sequential registration approach is straightforward and resistant to noise [36] , it does not take advantage of redundancy within the graph in order to optimize fit [18] . In other words, additional edges introduce cycles in the graph, which may result in pose conflict due to the composition of pairwise transforms along different paths between views [36] . These pose inconsistencies are caused by small errors in pairwise registration estimates. As a result, the aggregate network of multiple pairwise correspondences may enforce/contradict each other in a global rigid 3-D transformation model. To exploit this redundancy and improve precision, we implemented a hybrid registration approach, which computes all M spanning trees and subsequently aligns them into a common coordinate system (Section II-G).
Mathematically, from the graph, G, we generated a weighted adjacency matrix, A, with weights A(i, j ) = W i, j . The shortest path from each node S j to S w was computed from A using Dijkstra's algorithm [45] . This resulted in M (minimal) spanning trees, F i . . . F M , as illustrated in Fig. 3 . Note that by construction of the M × M adjacency matrix, there is a relationship defined between each i and j , even when i = j , i.e., on the diagonal. We follow conventional practice in the subsequent notation, and force the transformation parameters in such a case to be zero, i.e., we do not need to estimate the pose of a scan relative to itself.
A minimal spanning tree is simply a subgraph of G, which contains a list of the optimal paths that link each node to the reference node. Formally, we define the spanning tree, F , as the set of vertices, V , edges, E, and effective aggregate path weights, [see (13)], where the edge set includes the set of paths, P, effective rotations, [see (7)], and effective translations τ [see (8) ]
Note that there are M spanning trees; one for each possible reference node, i.e., F i is the subgraph associated with reference node i . Recall that the subscript of the effective parameters designates the source scan and the superscript designates the target scan. Thus, the effective rotation, Spanning tree F i is generated using Dijkstra's algorithm for each of M reference nodes (the reference node is shaded in dark red). Weights, e, derived from the RMSE metric, provide explicit and robust information on the quality of each edge.
the ordered list of nodes that are traversed from node j to reference node i , as determined from Dijkstra's algorithm. We computed the estimated effective rotation matrix, i j , and the estimated translation vector, τ i j , by composing the pairwise transformations in sequence along this path. In other words, for a path of length, k, with P(1) = j and
Moreover, we extended the pairwise root-mean-square error (RMSE) metric, e, from [35] , in order to compute an estimate of the aggregate path root mean square error (RMSE), , which was then encapsulated in the graphical model as the edge weight. The aggregate path RMSE, , is defined as the sum of RMSE values associated with each pairwise path segment
In other words, the aggregate RMSE for a path consisting of multiple edges, e.g., S 6 → S 4 → S 3 in Fig. 4 , was computed by summation of the RMSE values for each pairwise segment within the path.
The embedded RMSE metric from [35] provided a robust first-order approximation of the error associated with each path. This metric improved the ability to find the best spanning tree and represents a novel improvement over existing approaches. However, in some cases, errors may remain, Circular self-closure framework between disjoint sets (shown symbolically as red and blue) provides a pairwise embedded error metric [35] . Aggregate path errors were determined as the summation of the errors associated with each path edge, e.g., 3 6 = e 4 6 + e 3 4 .
for example, due to symmetries in the data, e.g., regularly spaced forest plantations [36] , that complicate the unique identification of feature points. As a result, locally consistent but globally incorrect matches may introduce conflict in the global transformation model.
G. Align Spanning Trees
To address these potential inconsistent matches, we exploited the mutual information, i.e., conflict, encoded in the network of pairwise poses in order to reduce the global registration error. This was done by aligning all M spanning trees, F i , into a common WCS. For numerical reasons, we define the WCS as the LCS w that minimizes the sum of the edge weights, e.g., estimated RMSE values, from S w to all other nodes [44] 
To align all M · (M − 1) effective pose parameters (n.b. one is fixed as the WCS) into the WCS, the effective rotations, , and translations, τ , were transformed into the WCS by applying the pairwise transformations, R and t, associated with the edge from i → w
Recall that the superscript, i w, indicates that the scanner pose was transformed into the WCS, w, via reference node, i . To account for the additional error resulting from this transformation, the effective RMSE, (13) , was increased by the pairwise RMSE, e w i associated with pairwise transformation, in order to determine the effective aggregate RMSE from j → i → w, i.e., the WCS 
This alignment is visualized in Fig. 5 , where the WCS node is shaded in dark red. The M ·(M −1) effective transformations are represented by black edges. In other words, the M spanning trees result in M pose estimates for each of the remaining M − 1 sensor locations (since one was unequivocally chosen as the WCS node). Underlying pairwise edges from [35] are included in light gray. From Fig. 5 , the advantage of exploiting pose inconsistency in the graphical model becomes apparent. Different paths throughout the graph result in deviations in the reported effective pose estimates. In the next section, we determine the estimated effective poses for each node, by averaging the reported transformation parameters, weighted by the inverse of the associated edge weight, iw j (Section II-H).
H. Compute Effective Pose
From Fig. 5 , we observed that traversing the graph along different edges introduced deviations in the estimated effective pose. We exploited this redundant information by averaging the M pose estimates for each of the remaining M − 1 nodes (since one was unequivocally chosen as the WCS), in order to increase pose estimate precision. An inverse distance weighting interpolation was used to perform a weighted average on the pose parameters, such that pose estimates with higher estimated error, i.e., , had less impact on the output model. For each of the six rotation parameters (estimated from the path j to w via i ) i.e., p iw j = {θ x , θ y , θ z , t x , t y , t z }, the weighted parameter estimate, p j , was computed as follows for the j th node:
Note that these parameters are not independent, i.e., decomposition order matters due to the noncommutativity of 3-D transformation. As a result, inconsistent parameter values could be obtained (and then incorrectly averaged) for various paths through the graph. We address this using a consistent decomposition order, such that parameter values can be directly compared between paths. An exponential weighting function of the form, f (x) = e −5x , rather than f (x) = 1/x was used to reduce the impact of high-RMSE paths. The exponential factor, 5, was chosen such that an RMSE of 1 m has < 1% impact on the weighted average. The result is the set of M effective rotations, w j , and translations, τ w j , which map scanner j → w (Fig. 6) . Using and τ , we can then transform the point cloud, P j , into the WCS
I. Experiments
To assess the feasibility of multiview point cloud registration in real forest environments, we assessed the error registration for eight forest plots spanning a diverse range of structural complexity within the temperate forest ecosystem. The study area for this paper corresponded to the National Ecological Observatory Network's [50] (NEON) core ecological site for the Northeastern ecological domain, including both Harvard Forest and Quabbin Reserve, Massachusetts, USA (bounded by 42.428°N, 72.284°W and 42.558°N, 72.170°W; WGS1984). Harvard Forest is a 1200 ha reserve with a long history of ecological research and management. Quabbin Reserve is a 23 000 ha public forest and provides additional diversity, via various disturbance regimes [51] .
Eight 20 m × 20 m plots were selected in this region, representing a diverse range of Northeastern USA forest structure, and were selected using a stratified random sampling scheme and evaluated in person to ensure forest structure variability. Note that individual plot-level characteristics are shown in Table I . Plots include a range of age, densities, structural complexities, and species compositions. Basal area (BA) ranged from 40.96 to 66.38 m 2 · ha −1 . Stem densities were recorded separately for stems of diameter at breast (DBH) ≥10 cm and for stems of DBH <10 cm, and ranged from sparse and mature (700 stems/ha, all of which were ≥10 cm DBH) to dense and young (1300 stems · ha −1 ; 84% with DBH ≥ 10 cm and 16% with DBH <10 cm). Ground vegetation characteristics varied from bare ground to 70% coverage of 0.7-m-tall ground vegetation. All field data were collected by NEON ecological field teams using standard inventory techniques [52] . Lidar images of a sample of the plots are shown in Fig. 7 . The structural variability represented by our study area is unique among previous research and provides a diverse data set from which to evaluate the ability of TLS for operational forest inventory.
For each plot, 25 scans were collected in a nominal grid pattern with 5-m spacing between scans (5 × 5 scans; see Fig. 8 ). Plots were first laid out based on a center GPS coordinate, compass, and tape measure. This regular sampling method was maintained to ensure consistent objective data coverage. Knowledge of this initial pose information and the regular pattern of data collection, however, was not used a priori in the development of this algorithm, so that the multiview registration technique developed in this paper is blind, independent of the initial scanner pose. Data were collected during August 2012 leaf-on conditions. Data collection during leaf-off conditions is preferable for measurement of woody structure, in that it reduces the effects of occlusion due to foliage [53] [54] [55] . However, our objective was to evaluate TLS as an operational forest inventory tool. Since some parameters, e.g., leaf area index, are relevant only during the growing season, leaf-on data collection allowed us to better evaluate the feasibility of the approach in context of typical forestry and ecological needs.
The instrument used in this paper was the "canopy biomass lidar (CBL)" (Fig. 8) , a low-cost portable terrestrial lidar system integrated from commercial-off-the-shelf components by Rochester Institute of Technology and the University of Massachusetts Boston. The system is based on a design first implemented by a team at the Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Belgium [56] . A SICK LMS-151 laser scanner [57] pulses a 905-nm laser at 27 kHz, with range measurement recorded based on time of flight. The emitted laser pulse is deflected by a rotating mirror and coupled to azimuthal platform rotation in order to sample the full hemisphere above the instrument and a portion of the hemisphere below (270°V × 360°H coverage). The instrument is tethered to a data logger and battery, which are mounted on a backpack and worn by the operator. Sensor control is achieved via a wireless mobile application. This instrument was designed to overcome the limitations of high cost, low mobility, and long scan time, which have so far precluded operational forest structure assessment using terrestrial lidar. However, unlike many commercial scanners that provide for high-density point cloud data, this system has a minimum angular step width of 4.36 mrad and a beam divergence of 15 mrad, both approximately two orders of magnitude coarser than commercial TLS instrumentation typically used in forest inventory assessments (see [26, Table I] ). These limitations provide an opportunity to develop registration algorithms that are robust to low-resolution data, while focusing on rapid operational inventories. Our instrument's portable platform allowed a single operator to traverse between plots without disassembly. The total time to characterize a 20 m ×20 m plot with 25 scans is nominally 30 min for a single operator. This includes 30 s per scan duration and an additional 15 s required to move between scan locations (Fig. 8) . These estimates reflect nominal collection times for a normative study area, e.g., as in Fig. 7 . However, the system has been tested successfully across a variety of forest types (tropical/temperate/savanna/urban); additional time should be budgeted for navigation between scanner positions if the forest is particularly dense.
J. Verification Analyses
To assess the validity of the proposed confidence metric (objective 1) and to quantify the performance of the proposed hybrid registration approach (objective 2), several experiments with simulated data were designed where truth data were inherently known. For all experiments, truth tie points were generated in the WCS from a uniform distribution with limits specified by nominal plot boundaries, e.g., a 60 × 60 × 2 m 3 volume with origin at (0, 0, 0) and orientation defined by the Cartesian axes. A constraint was added such that the minimum allowable distance between tie points was 2 m. Tie point locations were attributed a reference diameter at breast height (DBH) value drawn from the uniform distribution, U(10, 50 cm). M = 25 "sensors" were then placed within the scene to record a sample of the full set of true tie points in each scanner's local coordinate system (LCS). Scanners were placed in a nominal grid pattern with 10-m spacing within the center 40 × 40 m 2 of the volume. A uniform random deviation from the interval (x ± 3, y ± 3, z ± 1m) was added to the nominal sensor position, and a uniform random deviation from (θ x ± 20°, θ y ± 20°, θ z ± 180°) was added to the nominal orientation. This generated random scanner poses representative of a nominal sampling protocol: representatively spaced throughout the volume, with the scanner head roughly level, and with arbitrary azimuthal orientation.
To generate tie points as they would be observed by each sensor, i.e., in the LCS, each sensor recorded a subset of the full tie point set, constrained by a maximum range drawn from the uniform distribution U(15, 30 m) and randomly subset to U (20, 30) points. Detected tie points in the WCS were then transformed into the LC S i for each sensor i using the i th true sensor pose. Let the true tie points in each LC S i bẽ T i = {l i ,d i } (incorporating both a true position component, l i , and diameter component,d i [35] ). Noise was added to the true tie point locations,l i , from a zero-mean normal distribution, N (0, σ ), to simulate the error in detecting the true tie point location, which may be due to factors such as terrain obscuration, nonsymmetric stem cross sections, sensor noise, or occlusion [35] . Likewise, to simulate imprecise diameter measurement, noise was added to the true tie point diameters, d i , from a uniform distribution, U(0, 0.5 · d i ), in other words, deviating up to 50% of the true diameter value. Consequently, the observed tie points (i.e., with noise added) in each LC S i are T i , where
; 100 trials were performed with standard deviation, σ , ranging from 10 −5 to 0.5 m. This construction allowed us to perform registration on the noise-added tie point data, while retaining absolute truth information for subsequent evaluation.
The first experiment assessed the validity of the proposed confidence metric for each graphical registration technique. For each i th sensor pose, the observed tie point set, T i , was transformed into the WCS, T w i , using the estimated rigid transformation parameters. Note that we continue the notation designating source pose with a subscript and target pose with a superscript. The associated reported RMSE, w i , was computed between T w i and T w . Likewise, for each i th sensor pose, the same rigid transformation parameters were used to transform the true tie point setT i (no noise added) into LC S w . The true RMSE,˜ w i , was calculated betweenT w i andT w . We then plotted i versus˜ i for all i (Fig. 10) to evaluate whether was a good predictor of˜ . Table II , where we report 92%-100% of scans successfully connected, with a reported RMSE = 28-42 cm. Based on the analysis from Fig. 10 , true RMSE values are expected to be 5.4× lower, i.e., 5-7 cm.
In the second experiment, we quantified the performance of the graph-based registration technique (objective 2), and compared it with a standard sequential graphical approach and a standard simultaneous graphical approach. This assessed the impact of the true RMSE on the input RMSE (RM S E in ) added to the tie points. Error in precisely localizing the 3-D points, e.g., due to ground vegetation, branches, or tree stems that are not radially symmetric, may introduce deviations in the input tie point sets. These deviations enforce a limit in the output precision of registration, because a perfect transformation between scan pairs will still yield an RMSE equivalent to the RMSE inherent in the tie points. We hypothesized that the true RMSE would be limited primarily by this input deviation, RM S E in . To assess this, 100 trials were performed with zeromean normal random noise added to the tie point locations and with a σ logarithmically increased from 10 −5 to 0.5 m. For each trial, the RM S E in was calculated from the observed tie point locations. The true error,˜ , was then determined and plotted versus RM S E in (Fig. 11) .
For both analyses, we compared the proposed hybrid approach against a standard sequential and simultaneous registration approach. The sequential registration approach was implemented by determining the single minimal spanning tree (MST) using Dijkstra's algorithm, with edge weights determined from the embedded pairwise confidence metric. The simultaneous registration technique implemented in this paper used singular value decomposition (SVD) to align all M spanning trees, F i , following the geometry-constrained voting approach from [35] . These additional algorithms provided an opportunity to assess performance of the proposed hybrid approach in comparison with other techniques (objective 2). III. RESULTS
A. Point Cloud
Output registered point clouds are shown in Fig. 9 for the example plots from Fig. 7 . For visualization, a 40 m × 5 m transect was cropped from the entire aggregate point cloud. Different scans are distinguished by color. These example plots were chosen to reflect a diversity of structural characteristics, including terrain variation [ Fig. 9(a) ], subcanopy branching and foliage [ Fig. 9(b) ], and ground vegetation [ Fig. 9(c) ].
In Table II , quantitative results from the proposed graphical approach are collated and compared with the pairwise registration approach from [35] . The reported graphical RMSE, (cm), was consistently <50 cm. However, the reported graphical RMSE metric, , was found to be an overestimate of the true RMSE,˜ (Fig. 10) , with a multiplicative bias of 5.40. As a result, actual RMSE values for pairwise and graphical registration, respectively, are expected to be 3.19× [35] and 5.40× lower than the reported values. Therefore, the estimated true RMSE was included for the average of all plots in the final row of Table II , by adjusting for the multiplicative bias determined from (17) . Average estimated graphical registration error was 7.24 cm after compensation for the multiplicative bias. The graphical approach achieved registration on the order of the corresponding pairwise registration proposed in [35] . Note that this is a more challenging problem than pairwise registration, as additional scans compete to minimize error. Global RMSE should therefore not be expected to decrease, even if some pairwise connections are improved.
The primary advantage of the graphical approach is the ability to bring additional scans into alignment, which are otherwise not connected to the reference node via a direct path (see the bolded results in Table II ). This is especially apparent for plots with significant subcanopy foliage and branching, which occlude some sensor positions from view of a single reference node. For example, plot 15 [see Figs. 7(b) and 9(b)] Fig. 10 . Reported RMSE metric is plotted versus true RMSE (obtained via simulation analyses), revealing that, as expected, the reported RMSE metric is an overestimate of the true RMSE of registration. Note the log-log axes; therefore, the intercept should be interpreted as a multiplicative bias. The proposed hybrid approach has the largest multiplicative bias.
was a mixture of Tsuga canadensis and Betula alleghaniensis, with significant occlusion in the corresponding point clouds. Only 13/25 = 52% of scans were linked to the reference node using pairwise registration. The proposed graphical approach, however, resulted in 92% of scans being connected. Likewise, for plot 7, we achieved an improvement from 35% to 100% connectivity. Note that with 5-m spacing between scans, there is a relatively high likelihood of overlap between adjacent scans, but a much lower likelihood of overlap for a pair of Fig. 11 . Assessment of the true RMSE versus the input RMSE of the tie points. Deviations of the input tie points introduce an inherent theoretical limit in the RMSE after registration, and we see that the output results are primarily limited by this RMS E in , although the proposed approach offers a 10% improvement (see regression fits).
scans on opposite corners of the study area (28-m range; see [35, Fig. 12]) . The graph-theoretical model leverages the network of pairwise correspondences to overcome weak linkages between more distant scans. Sensitivity of the algorithm to weak configuration cases (e.g., limited point cloud overlap) is principally related to the pairwise registration step; the reader is referred to [35] for rigorous analyses.
Confidence Metric: Fig. 10 provides insight on the validity of the proposed confidence metric. Experiment #1 was performed for each of the proposed graphical techniques, and the reported RMSE, , was plotted versus the true RMSE, . The analysis was also repeated for the proposed hybrid (hyb), sequential (seq), and simultaneous (sim) techniques for comparison. The reported RMSE versus true RMSE exhibited heteroscedasticity, violating the assumptions of equal variance across the predictor values that are required for linear regression. To address this, we utilized a log-log analysis in this and subsequent plots, which is better suited to describe the relationship of underlying data.
The embedded confidence metrics for all three graphical methods provide a linear estimate of the true RMSE in log-log space. Note the interpretation of log-log regression coefficients is different than standard level-level regression. 
For these and all subsequent regression fits, a significance test was performed on the parameters to determine if the parameters a and k are statistically different from 1 (α = 0.10).
For cases where we failed to reject the null hypothesis [i.e., (19) - (21)], insignificant coefficients were dropped, yielding a simplified model.
B. Graph-Based Registration
In an effort to quantify the performance of the proposed graph-based registration approaches (objective 2), experiment #2 collated the true RMSE values,˜ , versus the corresponding RM S E in associated with the input tie point sets. The results are plotted in Fig. 11 .
The reported fits, transformed out of log-log space, are as follows. The RMSE of the proposed graph-based technique was commensurate to the RM S E in of the input tie points
IV. DISCUSSION
The proposed graph-based registration achieved positive results for forest plots with a range of structural characteristics, including terrain topology [ Fig. 9(a) ], subcanopy occlusion [ Fig. 9(b)] , and relatively open forest structure [ Fig. 9(c) ]. Fig. 9 (a) corresponds to site 10 [see Table I and Fig. 7(a) ], which is dominated by Pinus strobus and has an elevation differential of 5.2 m across the scanned plot area of 20 m × 20 m = 400 m 2 (nominally, a 10% grade). Visually, all scans are aligned roughly to the appropriate position and orientation, although some errors are notable in the lower left section of terrain (see vertical offset between cyan and blue terrain points). However, these points are outside the plot area of interest (center 20 m × 20 m). It is expected, and even desired, that errors are greater outside the nominal volume of interest, i.e., where tie points were located, in order to improve fit within the region of interest. Fig. 9 (b) corresponds to site 15 [see Table I and Fig. 7(b) ], which is a mixed forest of both Tsuga canadensis and Betula alleghaniensis. Scans from this plot exhibited significant occlusion due to both subcanopy branches and foliage. The nominal scanner range due to occlusion was ≈ 10 m, as evidenced by the sharp and consistent falloff in scanner returns above 10 m in the canopy. As a consequence, pairwise registration was able to link only 52% of the scans to the reference coordinate system. Graph-based registration is especially important in such a case of significant occlusion. By utilizing connections between multiple nodes, the proposed graph-based registration technique was able to bring 92% of the scans into global alignment. Fig. 9 (c) corresponds to site 31 [see Table  I and Fig. 7(c) ], which is a relatively open mixed deciduous forest dominated by Quercus rubra and Acer saccharum; 70% coverage of 0.7-m ground vegetation, however, provides a challenge in accurately detecting the underlying terrain, which is necessary to localize the z-component of the tie points. We observe good registration results, however, as evidenced by the alignment of trunk, branch, and foliage clumping features.
Challenges remain, however, as demonstrated by the poor registration solution achieved for plot 19 (Table II) . Plot 19 is dense mixed forest dominated by Tsuga canadesis (Table I) . T. canadesis is a conifer species that has a dense crown and is typically known as a poor pruner. In other words, senescent branches remain attached to the tree trunk as it ages, rather than falling off when the active portion of the canopy shifts upward to pursue available energy resources. This remnant subcanopy branching structure makes it difficult to detect tie points and reduces the visible field of view of the laser scanner due to occlusion. In this sense, observed limitations of terrestrial remote sensing of vegetation are reminiscent of the more classic limitations of airborne remote sensing among dense vegetation (e.g., signal saturation for passive systems, or limited ground penetration for active systems).
A critical limitation of existing marker-free registration approaches is the lack of an associated confidence metric provided with each registration output. The graph-based confidence metric proposed here is aggregated from the pairwise confidence metrics associated with each edge, which was first proposed in [35] . We find that the aggregated graphbased error metric is good to first order, but exhibits a multiplicative bias [i.e., the fitted intercepts in 16-18 and Fig. 10 ]. This is because the random errors associated with a relatively small number of tie points greatly influence the output rigid transformation parameters, introducing deviations to the nominal output transformation parameters associated with the forward and reverse paths. These deviations may add either constructively or destructively in the circular path construction. As a result, noise is added to the estimated RMSE values, reducing the precision of the pairwise RMSE estimate. The embedded confidence metric associated with the sequential technique has the smallest multiplicative bias (3.60) followed by the simultaneous approach (4.94) and, finally, the proposed hybrid approach (5.40). The implications are as follows. For all methods, the reported graph-based RMSE retains its predictive power in differentiating between correct and incorrect transformations (see receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curves in Fig. 11 from [35] ), i.e., it is good to first order. The reported RMSE (both pairwise and graph based), however, has limited predictive ability in terms of both accuracy and precision (see bias and spread in Fig. 10) .
Although the simultaneous registration approach has a more accurate error metric, the registration performance (objective 2) of the proposed hybrid approach is superior, as shown in Fig. 11 . Recall that the reported RMSE metrics were found to have a multiplicative bias. To avoid this bias in our evaluation of the proposed approach, we used the true RMSE values obtained from simulated data, as the response variable in the second experiment. In the second experiment, we found that the true RMSE of registration was achieved commensurate with the input RMSE of the tie points (Fig. 11) . In other words, the input tie points have deviations, RM S E in , about their true location due to an inability to precisely localize the stem-terrain intersection points. These deviations follow a zero-mean normal distribution. By weighting the transformation paths obtained from different sets of tie points (Section II-H), we are able to average out the impact of small deviations associated with individual tie points and increase precision. This improvement is achieved by the exploitation of redundant information encoded in the graphical model. After simplifying the fitted models using significance testing, we found that the proposed hybrid method achieved the best performance, with true RM S E on average 10% lower than the deviation of the input tie points, RM S E in (19) .
Note that the proposed hybrid registration approach can be applied to any arbitrary set of tie points, including those extracted from externally placed markers. Thus, this algorithm is extensible beyond the applications provided in the study. The framework presented here could be utilized in other domains to perform multiview registration with embedded confidence metrics. One particular direction for future work will be to evaluate the proposed approach across a more diverse range of forest types. Although we evaluate a diversity of structural characteristics within temperate forests, more work is needed to identify algorithm limitations within a more broad range of forest ages (e.g., young and old growth), management levels (e.g., park/plantation), and ecosystems (e.g., tropical/savanna).
V. CONCLUSION
This paper assessed the performance of a marker-free multiview registration approach, which achieved automatic blind global alignment of TLS point cloud data in forest environments. We extended the embedded RMSE metric associated with each pairwise correspondence [35] , in order to build a weighted graphical network. Estimated errors associated with different paths through the graph were then exploited to weight competing pose estimates and thus improve the precision of the output transformation parameters. As a result, we were able to achieve output RMSE registration results on average 10% better than the limit imposed by the RMSE of the input tie points, representing an improvement over standard sequential and simultaneous registration approaches. Quantitative analyses found this reported RMSE metric to exhibit heteroscedasticity, and have a small multiplicative bias compared with the true RMSE. As a result, we concluded that it is useful for identifying and rejecting poor transformations, i.e., it is good to first order, but has limited predictive ability in terms of accurate and precise error quantification. This paper offers an approach for multiview registration of terrestrial laser scanner data without artificial targets, and opens the door to rapid structural assessment in domains such as forest inventory, airborne calibration/validation, and computer vision.
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